Strong Verb Substitutes for Say / Said

accuse
acknowledge
add
admit
admonish
advise
affirm
agree
allege
announce
apologize
assert
babble
bargain
bawl
beg
begin
bellow
boom
beseech
bemoan
blast
boast
cackle
collection
caution
challenge
chant
charge
chime
chorus
chuckle
chide
cite
clamor
claim
coax
command
comment
complain
concede
concur
confess
confide
confirm
continue
contradict
contest
cry
debate
decide
declare
decree
demand
deny
denounce
describe
dictate
disagree
dispute
drone
echo
elaborate
emphasize
encourage
exclaim
explode
flatter
foretell
fume
gasp
giggle
go on
greet
grieve
groan
grumble
hail
howl
imply
implore
infer
inform
inquire
insist
instruct
insult
interrogate
jabber
jeer
lament
lie
lash out
mention
mimic
moan
moralize
murmur
mutter
nag
notify
object
oppose
pant
persist
plead
pledge
pout
pray
propose
protest
query
question
quiz
ramble
rant
rave
rebuke
recite
recount
refute
remark
remind
repeat
reply
report
ridicule
roar
scoff
scold
scowl
screech
serenade
shout
shriek
sigh
sing
snap
snarl
sneer
snicker
sob
squawk
stammer
state
stress
stutter
submit
suggest
sulk
summon
swear
tattle
taunt
tease
tease
threaten
thunder
urge
vent
voice
volunteer
vow
wail
warn
weep
whimper
whine
whisper
yak
yell

Animal
caw
cluck
cackle
chirp
croak
bleat
moo
whinny
squawk
screech
hiss
roar
neigh
yap

Sing
belt out
chirp
entertain
fill the air
perform
serenade
solo
trill
warble
with music
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